The presence of space charge within oil and pressboard (PB) can lead to distortion of electric field within converter transformers. Electric field distortion can cause materials to be overstressed which accelerates degradation, and can result in breakdown. Therefore, it is important to analyse the factors that affect space charge formation and dissipation such as temperature, moisture, ageing, multilayers and electric fields. This paper focuses on the temperature gradient and multilayers of oil and PB on space charge. Considering the inhomogeneous acoustic wave velocity caused by a temperature gradient and different dielectric properties of multilayers of materials, an improved space charge recovery algorithm has been developed, in which the distortion of the acoustic wave caused by the attenuation, dispersion, different dielectric properties and temperature effects have been considered. It has been found that for two layers consisting of PB and oil with the bottom electrode fixed at 20 ᵒC, the electric field in the oil increases under the temperature gradient while decreases at ambient temperature. For a three layered sample consisting of PB, oil, and PB with the bottom electrode at ambient temperature, the electric field gradient exists under the temperature gradient and the maximum electric field occurs near the cathode while occurs near the anode at ambient temperature.
INTRODUCTION
SPACE charge formation is regarded as a major issue to be addressed for the development of HVDC equipment such as converter transformers. The existence of space charge can distort electric fields and enhance local electric fields in some regions, which subsequently accelerates the degradation process and leads to premature breakdown of insulation [1] . Therefore, it is important to investigate the factors that affect space charge formation and dissipation such as temperature, moisture, ageing, multilayers, thickness, and electric fields [2] [3] [4] .
Mineral oil provides dual functions as an insulator and cooling material. The temperature of the oil at the top part is always higher than that at the bottom part of the transformer [5] . Moreover, the temperature gradient exists between different voltage ratings of windings, resulting in the temperature gradient across the intermediate insulation materials.
In a high voltage insulation system, a combination of different dielectric materials is used. Consequently, interfaces are very common in high voltage electric equipment [6] . For a converter transformer, different dielectric materials are combined, containing both oil and PB. Under a DC voltage, the interface is the preferred position for space charge accumulation. The broken bonds and additional extra chains at the interface may be regarded as deep traps for the space charge accumulation [3] . Therefore, it is extremely important to investigate the temperature gradient effect on space charge behaviour of multilayer oil and PB.
The space charge in the insulation materials has been measured by the means of the pulsed electroacoustic (PEA) technique and its working principle has been described in the paper [7] . The PEA output signal does not directly represent the space charge distribution in multilayer samples in the presence of temperature gradient [8] . There are three main reasons for this. First, a transient pulse voltage induces transient forces within the layers, which generates the acoustic wave to be detected. Considering the fact that a multilayer sample has different dielectric properties for different layer, the transient force will not only depend on the space charge, but also on the dielectric permittivities of the different materials. Second, the PEA signal depends on the propagation of acoustic waves within the material. In multilayer samples, the acoustic wave may experience different generation, transmission, reflection, attenuation and dispersion coefficients, leading to difficulties in interpreting the original acoustic wave. Thirdly, temperature affects the velocity of the acoustic wave, changing the magnitude of charge density and measured thickness of the samples. Therefore, the recovery of space charge is important to ensure that the correct pattern is acquired for electrically, acoustically, and thermally inhomogeneous multi-layered sample [9] .
With the purpose to recover the space charge under the temperature gradient, several efforts have been made to recover the space charge under the temperature gradient from the acoustic perspective. Wang et al [10] proposed one layer space charge recovery under the temperature gradient. However, the recovery methodology does not consider the acoustic wave attenuation and dispersion under the temperature gradient. Zhu et al [11] and Wang et al [12] proposed the new method to recover the space charge of one layer sample under the temperature gradient. The attenuation factor α f, z and dispersion factor β f, z including the higherorder terms' effect on the attenuation and dispersion have been investigated. The dispersion factor β f, z was amended by adding quadratic-order terms to generate new transfer function to recover the space charge waveform under the temperature gradient. Generally, the existing space charge recovery methodology under the temperature gradient is only focused on one layer sample. For the purpose of the present research where multi-layered samples are encountered, the new space charge recovery algorithm under the temperature gradient must be considered.
In this paper, in order to understand the temperature gradient effect on space charge behaviour of multi-layered oil and PB, four test conditions are designed: i) no temperature gradient; ii) 20 °C temperature gradient; iii) 40 °C temperature gradient; iv) -20 °C temperature gradient. The insulation samples consist of oil and oil impregnated pressboard in several combinations.
SPACE CHARGE RECOVERY ALGORITHM
Considering different acoustic velocity, dielectric properties, attenuation and dispersion coefficients of materials in multi-layered samples and their influence by the temperature, the following issues have been addressed such as: temperature measurement, velocity measurement, temperature distribution simulation, attenuation and dispersion recovery and space charge recovery under a temperature gradient.
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
The temperature distribution in multi-layered samples is not uniform in the presence of a temperature gradient. Both the thermal theoretical calculations and the real temperature measurements have been conducted. Here a two-layered sample, composed of oil and oil-impregnated PB is taken as an example:
The thermal resistance R (K/W) is calculated as follows:
where (m) is the sample thickness, (W/(mK)) is the thermal conductivity, and (m 2 ) is the area of the upper electrode. The thickness of PB and oil are both 0.5 mm. The thickness of semicon is 0.15mm. The thermal conductivity of PB, , oil, and the semicon, , are 0.19 W/(mK), 0.15 W/(mK) and 0.3 W/(mK) respectively. is the area of electrode and equals to 7.85 10 m .
The heat flow (W) is given by Equation (2):
(
where and represent the temperature of the upper and bottom electrode.
, and are the thermal resistances of the semicon, the PB and the oil, respectively.
The temperature across the two layers of oil and PB ∆ can be expressed as:
When the temperature of the bottom electrode, , is fixed at 20 °C. The temperature of the upper electrode is calculated from Equations (1), (2) and (3) . The results of these calculations are shown in Table 1 . The temperature drop across the semicon leads to the difference between the desired values and calculated results. Furthermore, the can be controlled by the circulation of the oil from the oil bath. The temperature of the upper and bottom electrode can be acquired using two thermocouples to measure the actual temperature gradient across the samples. The setting of oil bath values are slightly higher than the calculated values due to thermal losses shown in Table 1 . For the following space charge experiments, the measured temperature values were used to guarantee the exact temperature gradient across the samples.
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY VERSUS TEMPERATURE
The acoustic velocity of both oil and PB at different external temperatures should be measured when performing space charge recovery under a temperature gradient. In order to achieve this, the temperatures of both electrodes were increased from 20 to 60 °C at a 10 °C interval, and the acoustic velocities of the oil and PB at each temperature were calculated based on the following equations:
where (m/s) and (m/s) represent the acoustic velocity of oil and PB, (m) and (m) are the thickness of oil and PB, (s) and (s) indicate the time interval for both oil and PB. is the average acoustic velocity of both oil and PB. Because the acoustic wave of the oil cannot be measured from the PEA equipment directly, it was calculated based on Equations (3) to (5) . Figure 1 shows the acoustic velocity versus temperature for both the oil and oil-impregnated PB. It indicates that while the acoustic velocity of the PB increases with temperature, the acoustic velocity of the oil decreases with temperature [13] . Based on the curve-fitting function in Matlab software, the acoustic velocity versus temperature equations for oil and PB can be summarised as follows: 
TEMPERATURE GRADIENT DISTRIBUTION SIMULATION
The temperature at the interface between oil and PB is difficult to measure. To acquire this value, the temperature distribution of a three-layer PB, oil and PB was simulated using COMSOL software. The temperatures of the upper and bottom electrodes were set to 41 and 20 °C, respectively according to the calculation results shown in Table 1 . 
ATTENUATION AND DISPERSION
In multilayer samples, the pulse voltage distribution is not uniform across the oil and PB layers. A p is the ratio between the transient pulse electric field of the oil and that of the PB, and can be expressed as follows:
The transient pulse electric field of the oil is 1.46 times as high as that of the PB. Taking the acoustic wave in the oil as the point of reference, the acoustic wave in the PB should be multiplied by A p to eliminate the difference caused by the different dielectric constant of materials.
For a single layer sample, the attenuation, , and dispersion, , can be calculated directly based on equations in [14] . Thus, the attenuation, , and dispersion, , of PB are calculated directly. However, for multilayer samples of oil and PB, the attenuation and dispersion of the individual material should be calculated separately to recover the space charge. To acquire the attenuation, , and dispersion, , of the oil, a transfer function , can be calculated based on the definition expressed in Equations (9) and (10) .
, , ,
where , and , 0 are the acoustic waves in frequency domain, is the transmission coefficients, is the generation factor within the PB. N 1 layers of PB and M 1 layers of oil. Here it is assumed that layers made of the same materials have similar attenuation and dispersion factors.
By combining Equations (9) and (10), the attenuation and dispersion of the oil can be deduced as shown in Equations (11) and (12) . If N=2 and M=1, Equations (11) and (12) can be simplified to Equations (13) and (14), respectively.
Acoustic impedance is calculated based on equations in reference [15] . The density and acoustic velocities of different materials are shown in Table 2 . Based on these values, the generation, transmission, and reflection coefficients can be calculated based on equation in [15] . Figure 3 shows the acoustic wave propagation process in a three-layer sample of PB, oil, and PB. The pressure wave generated in the oil and the PB moving towards the ground electrode can be described as follows: 
,
where , , , , , , are the acoustic waves generated at the Al-PB interface, in the first layer of PB, at the first PB-oil interface, in the oil layer, at the second oil-PB interface, in the second layer of PB, and at the PB-semicon interface, respectively. , , , and are the relative generation factors. , and are the transmission factors at PB-aluminium interface, the oil-PB interface, and PB-oil interface, respectively. represents the distance to the bottom electrode.
The transfer function can be simplified using Equation (22):
where , , ,
, and , are relative transfer functions. To recover the signal, the inverse of the transfer function, , , can be used from Equation (23), as shown below:
, .
Using an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT), the recovered space charge, , in the time domain can be represented using the following equation:
SPACE CHARGE RECOVERY UNDER TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
The acoustic wave at the anode can be expressed as:
k (25) where is the acoustic wave generated at ambient temperature, k is the matching coefficient, is the average velocity of sample, is the sample thickness, is the surface charge density and is the pulse electric stress [16] .
The acoustic wave ∆ generated with a temperature gradient ∆T, ∆ , can be expressed as:
where ∆ is the velocity with the temperature gradient, ∆ is the sample thickness with the temperature gradient. By combining Equations (25) and (26), Equation (27) can be obtained to recover the charge magnitude with the temperature gradient for a three-layer sample of PB, oil, and PB:
where and are the acoustic velocities wave velocity of the oil and the PB at ambient temperature, respectively. ∆ and ∆ are the acoustic wave velocity of oil and PB with a temperature gradient, and are the thickness of the oil and the PB at ambient temperature, ∆ and ∆ are the thickness of oil and the PB with the temperature gradient.
The thickness recovery of the horizontal axis for a threelayer sample of PB, oil, and PB can be expressed by the following equations:
where ∆ and ∆ ∆ are the resolution of the PEA system at ambient temperature and with a temperature gradient. is the sampling frequency of the oscilloscope. Based on the combination of Equations (28) and (29), the horizontal thickness calibration can be acquired based on the real acoustic velocity of a three-layer sample of PB, oil, and PB with a temperature gradient. Figure 4 shows the two layered consisting of 0.5 mm oil and 0.5 mm oil-impregnated PB sample space charge recovery with a temperature gradient. The applied field is 4 kV/mm with 40 °C temperature gradient. It can be noted that the change in the horizontal axis is more obvious than in the vertical axis. Figure 5 shows the recovery of the acoustic wave in a threelayer sample consisting of PB, oil, and PB with a temperature gradient of 20 °C. The three-layer sample are stressed at 15 kV. The graph shows both the vertical and horizontal recovery. The acoustic wave velocity of the oil increases and that of the PB decreases as the temperature increases, leading to a lack of obvious change of the average velocity [9] . Therefore, the anode peak shifts slightly to the left after horizontal axis recovery. 
SAMPLE PREPARATION
The PB is provided from the Taizhou Weidmann High Voltage Insulation Co. Ltd. The oil is fresh mineral oil (ZXI-S3) provided by the Shell Company. The sample preparation procedures followed previous preparation process [17] and four days standing time was required before conducting the space charge experiments. External electric field of 10 kV/mm was applied to the samples. The pulse with the waveform of 800 V, 1 kHz and 10 ns width was used in all the experiments. The DC voltage was applied for 2 hours and after that, the power was switched off and decay process was observed for further 1 hour. Figure 6a shows space charge in the 0.5 mm oilimpregnated PB under 10 kV/mm at ambient temperature (AT). Homocharge injection is obvious from both electrodes. Figure 6b is space charge in the one-layer 0.5 mm oil-impregnated PB with a 40 °C temperature gradient (TG). A significant amount of positive charges are injected from the high temperature anode and move into the bulk of insulation material, leading to an electric field enhancement within the sample close to the cathode. Figure 7a illustrates the space charge of two layers consisting of 0.5 mm oil and 0.5 mm oil-impregnated PB under 10 kV/mm. Homocharge injection is obvious from two electrodes. The injected positive charges accumulate adjacent to the anode. Moreover, the negative charge moves across the oil layer and accumulates at the oil and PB interface, leading to a reduction of electric field in oil, and an increase electric field in PB. Figure 7b shows space charge with a 40 °C temperature gradient under 10 kV/mm. A significant amount of positive charges are injected from the high temperature anode. The electric field in the oil increases over time with a temperature gradient, which is the opposite to the observation shown in Figure 7a where no temperature gradient exists. Figures 8a and 8b show space charge profiles when the high temperature electrode is the cathode and creates -20 °C temperature gradient across the sample. Figure 8a indicates that homocharge injection is obvious for one layer PB, particularly for electrons, due to the high temperature at the bottom electrode. Comparing Figure 8b and Figure 7a , it can be seen that the higher magnitude of the negative charge accumulated at the oil and PB interface, meaning the electric field in the PB is enhanced. Figure 9a illustrates the space charge in the 0.5 mm PB, 0.5 mm oil and 0.5 mm PB under an external electric field of 10 kV/mm at ambient temperature. Homocharge injection is obvious from both electrodes, which leads to an opposite polarity of charge accumulation at the two interfaces, and their magnitude increases over time. With a 20 °C temperature gradient as shown in Figure 9b , rather than a large decrease in the cathode peak at ambient temperature, the space charge with a temperature gradient on the cathode experiences a slight decrease from 2.7 to 2.4 C/m 3 , but with an obvious negative charge injection from the cathode. Moreover, there is a small decrease from 1.7 to 1.3 C/m 3 in the charge near the anode over time in Figure 9b , as opposed to the significant increase from 1.7 to 2.7 C/m 3 in the charge near the anode shown in Figure 9a . In addition, the larger the positive charge accumulates at the first interface, the lower the space charge accumulates at the second interface, as shown in Figure 9b , compared to Figure 9a . Figure 10 shows the space charge density with -20 °C temperature gradient. A large amount of negative charge is injected from the cathode due to its higher temperature. Moreover, a higher magnitude of negative charge accumulates at the second interface. When comparing Figure 10 and Figure  9a , it can be seen that more positive is injected from the anode. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

DISCUSSION
ONE LAYER
Comparing Figures 6a and 6b , it can be seen that a significant amount of positive charge has been injected from the high temperature electrode. The space charge injection is related to the threshold electric field. Below the threshold, a lower amount of charge is involved within the insulation material (Ohmic behaviour) [18] . The threshold for charge accumulation coincides with the occurrence of the transition from Ohmic behaviour to space charge limited current (SCLC) conduction [18] . The transition is highly dependent on the electrode temperature; the higher temperature reduces the threshold field and facilitates the charge injection [18, 19] . Additionally, the high temperature increases the mobility of charge carriers. It has been reported that electrons have higher mobility compared to positive charge carriers at ambient temperature [20] . However, the high temperature at the anode enhances the positive charge carrier mobility, leading to a positive charge migration towards the low temperature region near to the bottom electrode. The space charge formation trapped in the material is closely related to the injected and extracted charges. Due to a large amount of positive charge injected from the high temperature anode, and a small amount of charge extracted at the low temperature cathode, a large amount of space charge can be trapped within the bulk of insulation material.
TWO LAYERS
When comparing Figures 7a and 7b , it can be seen that the lower negative charge at the oil and PB interface is a new feature with a temperature gradient. Several reasons may result in the observation. The interface between the oil and PB can be regarded as a barrier for charge movement [21] . At ambient temperature, the polarity of the interfacial charge is negative, due to the higher conductivity of the oil compared to the PB [22] . However, with a temperature gradient, the increase in temperature at the anode decreases the threshold field and increases charge carrier mobility, especially in the PB which facilitates positive charge injection from the high temperature anode. A large amount of positive charge injected from the high temperature electrode can neutralise the negative charge at the interface, leading to a decrease in the net negative charge at the interface.
When the bottom electrode becomes the high temperature electrode as shown in Figures 8a and 8b , a significant amount of the charge can be injected from the bottom electrode. Together with the increased charge carrier mobility in the oil due to high temperature, larger negative charge formation is observed at the interface, as shown in Figure 8b .
THREE LAYERS
In Figure 9a , the polarity at the two oil and PB interfaces is different. Several reasons can contribute to the observed phenomenon. Firstly, the polarity of the interfacial charge is consistent with the Maxwell-Wagner theory but the magnitude is not, which leads to an increase in the electric field within the PB, and a decrease in the electric field of the oil. Secondly, the opposite polarity of the interfacial charge is related to conductivity. The charge is able to easily migrate from the PB to the oil due to the higher conductivity of the oil. Thirdly, the opposite polarity of the interfacial charge density is correlated with the ionisation of the oil [23] . Figure 9a shows the different interfacial charge densities at ambient temperature, where the magnitude of the negative charge at the second interface is 1.5 C/m 3 , higher compared to the first positive interface charge density (0.5 C/m 3 ). This occurs because of the higher mobility of electrons compared to positive charge carriers, giving rise to a higher negative charge accumulation at the second interface. Figure 9b shows the space charge density of three layered sample consisting of PB+oil+PB with 20 °C temperature gradient. The increase in the positive charge at the first interface, the decrease in the negative charge at the second interface in Figure 9b compared to Figure 9a , and the negative charge packet near the cathode can be explained based on the same argument as described earlier. The increase in the first interfacial positive charge is related to the decreased threshold field of charge injection, as the threshold field is dependent on the temperature of the electrode [19] .
The increase in the first layer positive interfacial charge density is also correlated with the injected and extracted charge [3] . With the temperature gradient, the high temperature of the anode can enhance the mobility of positive charge carriers, leading to the increase in the first layer positive interfacial charge. Moreover, considering the low extraction rate of charge carriers due to the low temperature near the cathode [24] , a large amount of positive charge accumulates at the first layer interface.
The decrease in the second layer negative interface charge in Figure 9b compared to Figure 9a , is mainly the result of a large positive charge injection. The high temperature of the anode can also increase charge mobility in the layer adjacent to the electrode; thus, more positive charge can move further and neutralise the second layer negative interface charge. Figure 10 shows the space charge profiles of three layered sample of PB+oil+PB with -20 °C temperature gradient. The increase of the magnitude of the second layer negative interface charge density is obvious. Considering the decrease in the threshold field for charge injection and the increase of negative charge carriers' mobility, they contribute to the formation of space charge density at the second layer oil PB interface with -20 °C temperature gradient.
ELECTRIC FIELD
When comparing Figure 6a and Figure 6b , it can be seen that the higher magnitude of the positive charge, injected from the high temperature anode, leads to a severe electric field enhancement in the one layer PB.
Comparing Figure 7a and 7b, it shows the electric field in the oil decreases at ambient temperature and it increases with a temperature gradient. Figure 7a shows with the longer voltage application time, the electric field in the oil decreases, while the electric filed in the PB increases due to the negative charge accumulation at the interface. Figure 7b shows a significant amount of positive charge is injected from the high temperature anode, leading to electric field enhancement in the oil. The lower interfacial charge results in a lower electric field enhancement in the PB. Figure 11a shows the electric field of multilayers PB+oil+PB at ambient temperature. The maximum electric field occurs in the PB near the anode. This is due to the higher mobility of electrons compared to positive charge carriers at ambient temperature [20] . A higher magnitude of negative interfacial charge 1.36 C/m 3 occurs at the second interface compared to 0.64 C/m 3 at the first interface, which is shown in Figure 9a . Figure 11b is the electric field of multilayers PB+oil+PB at a 20 °C temperature gradient. Compared to Figure 11a , the maximum electric field occurs at the first interface layer between oil and PB near the cathode. This effect can be described as field migration at the temperature gradient [25] , which means the maximum electric field shifts from the PB near the anode at ambient temperature to the first interface between oil and PB near cathode under the temperature gradient.
The maximum electric field is summarized in Figure 12 , including one layer (A), two layers (B) and three layers (C) conditions. A1 to A3, B1 to B3 and C1 to C3 represents the temperature gradient varies from 0 °C to 40 °C. A4, B4 and C4 represent the electric field enhancement at a -20 °C temperature gradient. From Figure 12 , it reveals that higher temperature gradient leads to higher maximum electric field. For both the -20 °C and 20 °C temperature gradients, a similar maximum electric field enhancement is observed. 
CONCLUSIONS
The experimental investigation of space charge in the multilayers of oil and PB at a specific temperature gradient are reported. The effect of temperature gradient and the multilayer on dynamics of space charge results are discussed. The following conclusions can be drawn.
1. Under the temperature gradient, the charge injection is enhanced from the high temperature electrode and lead to higher maximum electric field within one layer, two layers and three layers of PB oil and PB compared to maximum electric field at ambient temperature.
2. For one layer PB with 20 °C of the bottom electrode, the high temperature of anode can facilitate positive charge injection and leads to the higher maximum electric field within the sample compared to that at ambient temperature.
3. For two layers oil and PB with 20 °C of the bottom electrode, the electric field in the oil decreases at ambient temperature and it increases under a temperature gradient.
4. For three layer PB oil and PB, there is field migration at the temperature gradient. With 20 °C of the bottom electrode, the maximum electric field shifts from the PB near the anode at ambient temperature to the first interface between oil and PB near cathode under the temperature gradient.
5. The increase temperature gradient severely affects the maximum electric field, and the increase of temperature gradient leads to an increase in the maximum electric field.
